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Crest 

SNOW WHITE, THE TRUE STORY 

screenplay, directing, set designing and lighting Michelangelo Campanale 

with Catia Caramia, Maria Pascale, Luigi Tagliente 

costumes Maria Pascale 

assistant director Serena Tondo 

assistant producer Sandra Novellino 

stage technicians Walter Mirabile and Carlo Quartararo 

 

Fairy tales are eternal and of all of us, nonetheless they were born in given places. Snow White, one 

of the most famous fairy tale in the world, was born in Germany; mountains covered with snow and 

deep mines create landscapes far from the Walt Disney creation and give this tale back to us in its 

original nature. 

In this show, the youngest of the seven dwarfs witnesses the arrival of brave little girl, who prefers 

the shelter offered by an unknown wood to her mother's look, which is known but gloomy. A mother 

turning mean for being consumed by the envy for the blooming beauty of the girl. 

Snow White waits in the wood. Just as the precious stones do, by standing at the bottom of the 

mines waiting for the day someone will find them and bring them outside so they can shine at the 

sunlight.  

 

All the children already know this fairy tale. Our show mean to bring them “behind the scenes” of the 

story, where the characters, their feelings and their actions take shape. Sometimes those are kind, 

sometimes mean but never always-kind or always-mean. Just like a show that sometimes is comical 

and some other times thrilling. Or as the life we learn to deal with: a bit sweet, a bit irritating, a bit 

funny, a bit disquieting. 

This show is the continuation of the project - which Crest brings on with Michelangelo Campanale - 

that means to tell kids stories that are naturally exciting, avoiding to sweeten them. That is done, 

though, respecting kids' abilities to understand, elaborate their own thoughts and opinions. Simply 

according to their own growth path. 

 

recommended age: 5+ | technique: actor's theater | duration: 55 minutes 
 


